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Figure 1. P.W. Waller, General
Treasurer of the Dutch Olympic
Organizing Committee for the
1928 Amsterdam Olympic
Games (left) is credited with the
idea that led to the production
of the Huygens postal
stationery cards. His inspiration
were the Czech overprinted
cards for the 1925 IOC
Congress in Prague (shown
above with proposed text for a
1928 Amsterdam Olympic
card).

(Front cover: Type C.2., Serie F.2 Cycling postal card with Olympic hand-
cancel “N1, 4.VIII.1928” and autograph of Bernard Leene who, with Daan
van Dijk, won the gold medal in the 2000-meter tandem cycling race at the
1928 Olympic Games.)
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The first Olympic postal stationery – the 30c Milo of Croton postal
card – was issued by France to honor the 1924 Olympic Games.
In February 1927, P.W. Waller1, Treasurer of the Dutch Olympic
Organizing Committee, known as “Comité 1928,” submitted a

formal request to Mr. M.J. van Royen, Secretary-General of the Dutch Post
and Telegraph (P&T), that Olympic postal stationery be issued for the
1928 Olympics which were to be held in Amsterdam (Figure 1). Waller
suggested that existing 5c postal stationery used for domestic mail could
be overprinted vertically along the left side with three lines of text: “IXe
Olympiade / 1928 / Amsterdam”. This would be similar to the Czechoslo-
vak postal stationery issued for the 1925 Olympic Congress in Prague
which, Waller pointed out to van Royen, were a great success, selling
out in just four days! Despite his obvious enthusiasm, Waller’s suggestion
was not adopted.

Figure 2. Window poster advertising the Huygens postal cards. Note the
inscription that booksellers would buy the postal cards from Huygens at
the rate of 8 guilders per 100 cards.
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A specific request was made by Huygens2, a bookstore and
advertising office located at Stationsweg 53 in The Hague, to use existing
postal stationery for the benefit of the Olympic Fund. The request was
granted by the National Financial Committee for the 1928 Olympiade
Amsterdam on 26 October 1925. The Committee reserved the right to
check the final product. The official newspaper of Comité 1928 and the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) “De Olympiade” discussed this
agreement in their edition of 4 November 1925.

The Huygens Bookshop published a series of postal stationery items
from 1924 to 1932. The official postal stationery was printed on the left
side with illustrations, publicity and advertising. From the end of 1926
to April 1928 there appeared 28 “Olympic” postal stationery cards falling
into three different types: A. “Bontkraag”(Fur Collar), 7½c; B. “Medaillon”
(Medallion), 5c; and C. “Viegende Duif”(Dove), 3c. Twelve of these cards
(marked with a red *) may be considered experiments and include all
the “Bontkraag” postal cards which had a modified postage rate.

Proofs exist of all three types. The cards were printed by Huygens
rather than the Dutch P&T. The postal stationery were sold with a surtax.
The surtax, minus printing expenses, was intended for the Dutch
Olympic Organizing Committee in support of the 1928 Olympics. The
proceeds for the Comité 1928 was only 50 Dutch guilders.

These postal stationery cards weren’t sold at post offices but only at
bookshops. Participating booksellers received a publicity window poster
showing their support for the Olympic Games. On the right side of the
poster was depicted a lion holding a moneybag inscribed “one million.”
The moneybag signified that the Dutch people, not the government,
should support the Olympics! The noble ambition was to raise “one
million.”

The author is aware of two different window posters. The first poster
(shown on the back cover), was printed on green paper and measured
272 mm x 210 mm. It included an empty rectangular area in the middle
with the text “plaats voor de ‘Olympiade’ briefkaart” (“space for the
Olympic postcard”). Presumably a printed card would later be affixed
in the blank spot.

The second poster (Figure 2), printed on yellow paper measuring 261
mm x 228 mm, included an illustration of a “Serie A” postal card with
a 5c Queen Wilhelmina Medallion stamp. The text below read: “model
of the State-Postcard and window poster, to appear 15 December 1926.”
Retailers paid 8 Dutch guilders for 100 postcards (as noted on the front
of the poster). Buyers paid 10c per card.
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TYPE  A.  “BONTKRAAG” (Queen Wilhelmina)  7½ cent,  brown

A.1.* Ecutcheon, lion with moneybag / “OLYMPIA” / verse / 2½c for
Olympic Games / Sender / Printer-initials H.B.A.H.(left below),
brown (Figure 3)

A.2.* Discobolo IX / OLYMPIADE / Support the Dutch Olympic Commit-
tee / verse / Sender / design and execution Huygens Boekhandel,
Den Haag, brown (Figure 4).

A.3.* same as A.2. , brown with black printed left side (Figure 5)
A.4.* Discobolo IX / OLYMPIADE / verse / open temple / Sender / design

& execution Huygens Boekhandel, Den Haag, brown (Figure 6)
A.5.* same as A.4., brown with black printed left side (Figure 7)

These cards were sold for 10c with 2½c going to the Olympic Fund.
Those with a red * were printed in very limited numbers – in some cases
only 1to 3 copies are known. At most, no more than 5 to 10 copies of any
card exist. The proof model cards aren’t numbered or catalogued and
are 100% privately produced as none are franked with postage stamps.

Type A.1.* (Figure 3) Type A.2. (proof model)

Type A.3.* (Figure 5)Type A.2.* (Figure 4)
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TYPE  B.  “MEDALLION” (Queen Wilhelmina)  5 cent, green

B.1.* Discobolo IX / OLYMPIADE / Support the Dutch Olympic Commit-
tee / verse / Sender / printers initials O.E.H.B.A.H., green (Figure 8)

B.2.* Discobolo IX / OLYMPIADE / Support the Dutch Olympic Commit-
tee / verse / pointing finger Ten cents / printers initials O.E.H.B.A.H
 /  SERIE A. No. 1-1000, green

B.3. same as B.2. /  SERIE A. 1-1000, green (Figures 9 & 10)
B.4. same as B.2. /  SERIE A. 1001-2000, green (Figure 11)
B.5. same as B.2. /  SERIE A. 2001-3000, green (Figure 12)
B.6. same as B.2. /  SERIE A. 3001-4000, green (Figure 13)
B.7. same as B.2. /  SERIE A. 4001-5000, green (Figure 14)
B.8. same as B.2. /  SERIE A. 5001-6000, green (Figure 15)
B.9. same as B.2. /  SERIE A. 6001-7000, green (Figure 16)

Card Types A.2., A.3., and B.1.
through B.9. exist with a typo-
graphical error: “Copyricht” instead
of “Copyright”. This error was even-
tually corrected.

The numbers following the word
“SERIE” are a control number as-
signed by the printer, not the num-
ber of the card.

The first day of these cards was
15 December 1926, when the Type

B.3. card in Figure 9 was mailed by Huygens Bookshop. The reverse
(Figure 10) reads in part: “With this we have the honor to send you one
of the first released and stamped OLYMPICS postcards on the day of
issue. We would be agreeable to the reproduction of this in a review in
your publication ...”

Type A.4.* (Figure 6) Type A.5.* (Figure 7)

Type B.1.* (Figure 8)
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Type B.3. First day (Figure 9) Reverse Figure 9 (Figure 10)

Types B.9. (Figure 16)Types B.8. (Figure 15)

Types B.7. (Figure 14)Types B.6. (Figure 13)

Types B.5. (Figure 12)Types B.4. (Figure 11)
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The quantity of Olympic cards printed is not known. It is likely that
production was determined by orders placed by the bookshops retailing
the cards.

The printer’s initials O.E.H.B.A.H. stand for: Ontwerp en Exploitatie
Huygens Boekhandel en Advertentie Bureau Den Haag (Design and
Execution Huygens Bookstore and Advertising Office The Hague).

On 1 December 1926, P.W. Waller wrote a highly critical review of
the cards published in De Olympiade. Referring in particular to postal
card Type B.1, he found the card neither nice nor practical, adding that
the poetic text was poorly composed and the type font ugly. Waller also
pointed out that the use of the word “Olympiade” was wrong and that
the text should have referred to the Olympic Games of 1928.

Roughly translated, the poem reads: “When soon the guests from the
world are jubilant in the streets, the whole of the Netherlands can say
they participated.”

B.10.* Discobolo IX / OLYMPIADE / verse / open temple, Ionic columns
/ Sender / printer initials: O.E.H.B. A.H., green. (Figure 17)

B.11.* same as B.10., but with second verse inside temple / pointing
finger Ten cents instead of sender / Serie B., green with black
printing on left. (Figure 18)

B.12. Discobolo IX / OLYMPIADE / Support Dutch Olympic Committee
/ temple, Ionic columns and verse / pointing finger Ten cents /
printer initials O.E.H.B.A.H., SERIE B. 1-1000,  green. (Figure 19)

B.13. same as B.12. different verse / SERIE C. 1000, green. (Figure 21)
B.14. same as B.12. different verse / SERIE D. 1000, green. (Figure 22)
B.15. same as B.12. different verse / SERIE E. 1000, green. (Figure 24)

The Olympic postal stationery cards Types B.10., B.11. and B.12.
were issued at the beginning of March 1927. Card Types B.13., B.14. and
B.15. were issued later that year.

The reverse of a Type B.12. card written by Huygens Bookshop on
2 March 1927 to W.G. Zwolle, editor of the Dutch Philately Monthly, bears
the message (roughly translated): “Through sending of this card we
report to you the appearance today of Serie B. of the Olympiade post-
cards. We hope you will oblige us with mention in the philatelic
magazine and sending of a copy. Should you need more and the firm
Vlieger can’t help you, then we will supply it.”

Proof models exist of most of the Type B. cards. Examples shown
here: B.13. (Figure 20) and B.15. (Figure 23). 
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Type B.10.* (Figure 17) Type B.11.* (Figure 18)

Type B.15. Proof model (Figure 23)

Type B.13. Proof model (Figure 20)

Type B.15. (Figure 24)

Type B.14. (Figure 22)

Type B.13. (Figure 21)

Type B.12. (Figure 19)
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TYPE C.  “VLIEGENDE DUIF” (DOVE),  3 cent, green

C.1. Discobolo IX / OLYMPIADE / verse / temple, Ionic columns /
VOETBAL (football) / pointing finger Ten cents / printer initials
O.E.H.B.H.A. / SERIE F.1., green with black printing on left.
(Figure 26)

C.1.a.* same as C.1. with open rectangle at bottom for advertising,
green with black printing on the left. (Figure 27)

C.2. same as C.1. with picture WIELRENNEN (cycling),  SERIE F.2.,
green with black printing on left. (See front cover illustration)

C.2.a.* same as C.2. with rectangle at bottom for advertising, green with
black printing on left. (Figure 28)

C.3. same as C.1. but with picture BOKSEN (boxing), SERIE F.3.,
green with black printing on left. (Figure 29)

C.3.a.* same as C.3. with rectangle at bottom for advertising, green with
black printing on left. (Figure 30)

C.4. same as C.1. but with picture ZWEMMEN (swimming), SERIE
F.4., green with black printing on left. (Figure 41)

C.4.a. same as C.4. with rectangle at bottom for advertising, of “DE
REGENTES”  in the rectangle left-below, green with black
printing on left. (See back cover illustration)

Type C.1. Football (Figure 26)

Type C.2.a.* (ad space) (Figure 28)Type C.1.a.* (ad space) (Figure 27)

Type C.1. Proof model (Figure 25)
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Proof models are known for the Voetbal (football) card (Figure 25).
A double-print of the Wielrennen (cycling) also exists.

The Type C. cards were issued the second half of April 1928.
The intention was to find advertisers for all the postal cards to help

defray costs. Huygens’ only advertiser, though, was “de Regentes,” a
swimming and bathing facility (see back cover). The benefit of the
advertising on these cards was that they could be offered for a lower
price of 2½ cents. Because of the lower price, one sees the C.4.a. card
more frequently than the C.4.

A very important grouping of eight used Huygens semi-official
Olympic postal stationery cards exists sent by the postmaster of the
Bovenkarspel-Grootebroek post office (Figure 31), P.J. Jonker (no
relation to the author) to the Inspector of Finance in Banjoemas, Java

Type C.3.a.* (ad space) (Figure 30)Type C.3. Boxing (Figure 29)

Figure 31. The old post office at Bovenkarspel-Grootebroek.
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(Dutch East Indies), A. Michielsen
(Figures 33-40). Each card is regis-
tered with an Olympic “Amsterdam
Stadion” registry label. Olympic
stamps are added to meet the nec-
essary rate and an Olympic pentag-
ona l  handcance l  N1 ,  da ted
7.VIII.1928 is applied.

The cards are all written by
Jonker while on summer holidays
in Schoorl, to his friend in Java.
There also exist Huygens postcards
registered from the Bovenkarspel-
Grootebroek post office.

In 2003, there was a move to
demolish this post office (Figure
32), however a local campaign to
save the post office using postcards
and window posters prevented the
demolition.

In this author’s opinion, these
eight postcards are the most beauti-

ful of the used Huygens cards. Five of this set were sold in 1999 by the
Feldman auction house in Geneva, Switzerland.

The text on the back of the cards shown in Figures 37 and 34 are
particularly interesting as they provide some historical insights into the
philately of the 1928 Olympic Games.

Figure 37 text on reverse: “I dug up these 8 cards for you, and I will try
to send them to you with the nice Stadium cancel. Yesterday I saw by
chance, that the chief of the temporary P&T postoffice at the Stadium,
the principal clerk Bossem, was knighted, so now I know the manager
there. This gentleman is an old friend of mine, so I send you through his
kind intervention ...”

Figure 34 text on reverse (continuation of message from the Figure 37
card): “... these cards. In due course I hope to hear from you if you liked
them. One of the cards from series F was sold out (football), but the
publisher can provide me a copy which is already addressed. Neverthe-
less I could paste it over with a label.” ...

Figure 32. A block of 4 of the 7½c
Olympic stamps postmarked with
the Bovenkarspel-Grootebroek
cancel. The post office was saved
from demolition in 2003 by
concerned residents. 
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5c Medallion card (Type B.15, Serie E.1000) with 2 x 3c Football and 2
x 5c Yachting (overfranked by 1c). Olympic pentagonal cancel “N1,
7.VIII.1928”. (Feldman Auction Feb. 1999: Sfr. 2600 + 15%) (Figure 33)

5c Medallion card (Type B.13, Serie C.1000) with 2c Fencer and 15c
Equestrian (overfranked by 2c). Olympic pentagonal cancel: “N1,
7.VIII.1928”. (Collection Laurentz Jonker) (Figure 34)
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3c Dove card (Type C.2, Serie F.2) with 2c Fencer and 15c Equestrian
(correctly franked). Olympic pentagonal cancel “N1, 7.VIII.1928”.
(Feldman Auction Feb. 1999: Sfr. 2800 +15%) (Figure 35)

3c Dove card (Type C.3, Serie F.3) with 2c Fencer + 15c Equestrian
(correctly franked). Olympic pentagonal cancel “N1,
7.VIII.1928”.(Feldman Auction Feb.1999: Sfr. 1700 + 15%) (Figure 36)
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5c Medallion (Type B.12, Serie B.1-1000) with 2 x 7½c Shot Putter
(correctly franked). Olympic pentagonal cancel: “N1, 7.VIII.1928”.
(Collection Manfred Bergman, Switzerland) (Figure 37)

5c Medallion (Type B.14, Serie D.1000) with 5c Yachting + 10c Runner
(correctly franked). Olympic pentagonal cancel: “N1, 7.III.1928”.
(Collection Laurentz Jonker) (Figure 38)
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3c Dove (Type C.4.a, Serie F.4, advertisement “De Regentes”) with 2c
Fencer + 15c Equestrian (correct franking of 15c registration + 5c
postcard to Dutch Indies). Olympic pentagonal cancel “N1,7.VIII.1928”.
(Feldman Auction Feb.1999: Sfr 3000 + 15%) (Figure 39)

3c Dove card (Type C.1, Serie F.1) with 1½c Rowing, 2 x 3c Football
and 10c Runner (overfranked by ½c). Olympic pentagonal cancel “N1,
7.VIII.1928”. (Feldman Auction Feb.1999 / Sfr. 3800 + 15%) (Figure 40)
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Two other registered mail Huygens cards (Figures 41 & 42) addressed
to Piero Pagani, Milano, Italy were sold in the same Feldman auction.
I am not aware if more than two cards exist from this correspondent.

In addition to Huygens, other leading actors in this saga included
editors of two influential philatelic magazines: J.H. Broekman, son of the
well-known postal history philatelist P.W. Broekman (1874-1950), and
W.G. Zwolle (1891-1940). Both wrote about the new postal stationery
from the perspective of collectors.

Following the death of W.G. Zwolle, an Army officer, his collection
came into the hands of the Broekmans. One of the most important
auctions of the “Nederlandsche Postzegelveiling” was the September
1983 auction of J.H. Broekman’s postal history collection. By chance, I
was visiting Broekman at his home when the postman delivered the
auction catalog containing this sale. I was surprised, as I wasn’t aware
this auction was taking place. With 3845 lots, the auction was a great
success, generating extraordinary prices for what was very rare material.
The total proceeds exceeded one million Dutch guilders. I remember
the hammer prices of the Olympic postal stationery alone exceeded
expectations. My bids were too low; I won nothing!

Broekman told me that he disliked the Olympic postcards with their
lame verses and  hoped that people didn’t think he wrote them: three
cards bear the initials “J.B.” below the verses.

Artistically, he found the cards lacking in style. In the January 1928
issue of The Philatelist, he angrily denounced the series. Using postal
card Serie C.1000 (Type B.13) as an example, he characterized the series
as “an embarrassment in the eyes of other nations” adding that the “firm
of Huygens deserves a boycott” and that only “an idiot would buy them!”
From that point on, he swore never again to report on new semi- postal
stationery – and he kept to his word.

In sharp contrast, Broekman owned the most beautiful and largest
collection of Huygens’ postcards. At the end of 1983, J.H. Broekman
passed away (1907-1983). He was the same age as his father. One year
after his death, my Olympic collector friend Hans Abbenhuis (^ 2000)
and I were surprised to receive an invitation through a friend of
Broekman’s to buy a selection of the nicest of these postal cards which
were purposely kept outside the auction. These included all of the rare
Type A and C.a. cards.

In the Dutch Philately Monthly periodical, W.G. Zwolle was more kind
in his judgment of the Huygens cards. He wrote about each and every
type, even finding the cards with sports figures between the columns
“pleasant.” Zwolle was awarded the Waller medal in 1935.
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3c Dove card (Type C.1, Serie F.4). Correctly franked. Olympic
pentagonal cancel “N2, 4.VIII.1928”.(Feldman Auction Feb.1999: Sfr.
3000 + 15%) (Figure 42)

3c Dove card (Type C.4, Serie F.4). Overfranked by ½c. Olympic
pentagonal cancel “N2, 4.VIII.1928”.(Feldman Auction Feb.1999: Sfr.
2200 + 15%) (Figure 41)
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Value and rarity

Other than citing the results of Feldman’s 1999 auction, I will not venture
to place a value on the Huygens cards. I will say, however, that those
postal cards marked with a red * are rare, and are either unique or exist
in only a very small number. A premium should be placed on the value
of any Huygens cards with Olympic stamps, Olympic cancels and/or
Olympic “Amsterdam Stadion” registered labels.
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The author (laurentz.jonker@gmail.com) welcomes new information
or questions, especially regarding other R-cards of Piero Pagani of Italy.

Endnote 1: P.W. (Pieter Wilhelm) Waller (born 5 January1869, Amsterdam; died
19 June 1938, Overveen) was the founder of the Dutch Postal Museum to which,
in 1924, he deeded his wonderful stamp collection. Waller also was a sportsman
who participated in the 1920 Antwerp Olympic Games in the clay pigeon
trapshooting competition. He and his friend, Baron van Tuyll van Serooskerken,
the founder of the Dutch National Olympic Committee and the person most
responsible for bringing the 1928 Olympic Games to Amsterdam, were both
committee members of the eminent Dutch shooting club, Nimrod. When Waller,
as General Treasurer of the Dutch Olympic Organizing Committee, applied to the
Dutch P&T for a series of postage stamps honoring the 1928 Olympic Games, they
could hardly refuse his request. In 1934, the Dutch Philatelic Foundation honored
Waller by creating the P.W. Waller Medal for extraordinary contributions to Dutch
philately. Since then the medal has been awarded only a very few times and is
certainly the highest philatelic honor bestowed in the Netherlands.

Endnote 2: Huygens Bookshop was named after the famous Dutch poet and com-
poser of the Golden Age, Constantijn Huygens (1596-1687). An able statesman,
he served as general-secretary to two Princes of Orange. Since 1947, the Huygens
Prize has been awarded annually to the best Dutch literature.



Advertising window poster for retailers selling the Huygens postal
cards. The blank area was where a printed card would be affixed.

Type C.4.a. 3c green Dove card, Swimming with additional 3c Football
and 15c Equestrian stamps (with “De Regentes” advertising box).


